
 
 

 

007 : No Time to Die 

 

A mission to rescue a kidnapped scientist turns out to be far more treacherous 

than expected, leading Bond (Daniel Craig) onto the trail of a mysterious villain 

armed with dangerous new technology. 

 

Action, Adventure, Thriller 

 

 

Cry Macho 

 

Based on the book, “Cry Macho” stars Clint Eastwood as a one‐time rodeo star 

and washed up horse breeder who, in 1978, takes a job from an ex‐boss to bring 

the man’s young son home and away from his alcoholic mom. Crossing rural 

Mexico on their back way to Texas, the unlikely pair faces an unexpectedly 

challenging journey, during which the world‐weary horseman may find his own 

sense of redemption through teaching the boy what it means to be a good man. 

 

Drama 

 

 

The Eyes of Tammy Faye 

 

Follows the extraordinary rise, fall and redemption of televangelist Tammy Faye 

Bakker (Jessica Chastain). In the 1970s and '80s, Tammy Faye and her husband 

Jim (Andrew Garfield) rose from humble beginnings to create the world's largest 

religious broadcasting network. They were known for their messages of love, 

acceptance and prosperity, as well as Tammy's indelible eyelashes and 

idiosyncratic singing. But before long, financial improprieties, rivals, and scandal 

toppled their empire. 

 

Biography, Drama, Romance 

 



 

Jungle Cruise 

 

Join Dwayne Johnson and Emily Blunt for the adventure of a lifetime on a 

rollicking thrill-ride down the Amazon with wisecracking skipper Frank Wolff and 

intrepid researcher Dr. Lily Houghton. Lily travels from London, England to the 

Amazon jungle and enlists Frank's questionable services to guide her downriver on 

La Quila, his ramshackle-but-charming boat. Lily is determined to uncover an 

ancient tree with unparalleled healing abilities possessing the power to change the 

future of medicine. Thrust on this epic quest together, the unlikely duo encounters 

innumerable dangers and supernatural forces, all lurking in the deceptive beauty 

of the lush rainforest. But as the secrets of the lost tree unfold, the stakes reach 

even higher for Lily and Frank and their fate and mankind's hangs in the balance. 

 

Action, Adventure, Comedy 

 

 

The Last Duel 

 

Jodie Comer "makes her mark" (Owen Gleiberman, Variety) in this thought-

provoking drama set during the 14th century in France from visionary filmmaker 

Ridley Scott. Based on actual events, the film centers on one woman's (Comer) 

accusation that she was brutally assaulted by Jacques LeGris (Adam Driver), her 

husband Jean de Carrouges's (Matt Damon) friend. Now, in order to prove his 

wife's claim, de Carrouges must fight LeGris to the death, the victor believed to be 

determined by God. All three lives hang in the balance in this gripping, cinematic 

film also starring Ben Affleck as LeGris' scheming ally, Count Pierre d'Alençon. 

 

Action, Drama, History 

 

 

Old Henry 

 

Starring Tim Blake Nelson (Watchmen), Stephen Dorff (True Detective), Trace 

Adkins (The Outsider) and Gavin Lewis (Little Fires Everywhere), Old Henry tells 

the story about a widowed farmer and his son who warily take in a mysterious, 

injured man with a satchel full of cash. When a posse of men claiming to be the 

law come for the money, the farmer must decide whom to trust. Defending a 

siege of his homestead, the farmer reveals a surprising talent for gun-slinging that 

brings his true identity into question. 

 

Western, Thriller 

 

 

Prisoners of the Ghostland 

 

A bank robber is strapped into a bomb-laden leather suit that will self-destruct in 

five days if he doesn’t find a warlord’s missing granddaughter. 

 

Action, Fantasy, Sci-Fi 



 

 

Reminiscence 

 

Nick Bannister (Hugh Jackman), a private investigator of the mind, navigates the 

darkly alluring world of the past by helping his clients access lost memories. Living 

on the fringes of the sunken Miami coast, his life is forever changed when he takes 

on a new client, Mae (Rebecca Ferguson). A simple matter of lost and found 

becomes a dangerous obsession. As Bannister fights to find the truth about Mae's 

disappearance, he uncovers a violent conspiracy, and must ultimately answer the 

question: how far would you go to hold on to the ones you love? 

 

Mystery, Romance, Sci-Fi 

 

 

Respect 

 

Following the rise of Aretha Franklin’s career from a child singing in her father’s 

church’s choir to her international superstardom, Respect is the remarkable true 

story of Aretha Franklin’s journey to find her voice, in the midst of the turbulent 

social and political landscape of 1960s America. 

 

Biography, Drama, Music 

 

 

Shang-Chi and the Legend of the Ten Rings 

 

Shang-Chi, the master of weaponry-based Kung Fu, is forced to confront his past 

after being drawn into the Ten Rings organization. 

 

Action, Adventure, Fantasy 

 

 

Venom : Let There Be Carnage 

 

Eddie Brock attempts to reignite his career by interviewing serial killer Cletus 

Kasady, who becomes the host of the symbiote Carnage and escapes prison after a 

failed execution. 

 

Action, Adventure, Sci-Fi 

 



JUVENILE 
 
 

 

Ron’s Gone Wrong 

 

The story of Barney, an awkward middle-schooler and Ron, his new walking, 

talking, digitally-connected device. Ron's malfunctions set against the backdrop of 

the social media age launch them on a journey to learn about true friendship. 

 

Animation, Adventure, Comedy 

 

 

Trolls : Holiday in Harmony 

 

Queen Poppy plans the first annual Trolls Kingdom Secret Holiday Gift Swap, but, 

things don't go as expected. 

 

Animation, Adventure 

 
 


